
100 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPEECH AND AUDIO PROCESSING, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999On the Complexity of Explicit Duration HMMsCarl Mitchell, Mary Harper, and Leah JamiesonAbstract|We introduce a new recursion that reduces thecomplexity of training a semi-Markov model with continu-ous output distributions. We show that the cost of trainingis proportional to M2 +D, compared to M2D with the stan-dard recursion, where M is the observation vector lengthand D is the maximum allowed duration.I. IntroductionIn the course of our work on parallelizing HMM (hiddenMarkov model) algorithms [1], we have discovered a newrecursion that reduces the number of vector operations ina continuous output, explicit duration HMM. Following ade�nition of terms in section II, we develop the result inthree stages. In section III, we demonstrate that the com-plexity of the forward, backward, and Viterbi algorithmsis O(NKT (M2 +D)) using known recursions, where T isthe number of observations, N is the number of states, Kis the average number of predecessors across all states, andM is the observation vector length. In section IV, we showthat the complexity of re-estimation is O(NKTM2D) us-ing a recursion given by Levinson [2]. This demonstratesthat the cost of explicit duration modeling is proportionalto D, and not D2 as is often quoted in the literature [3],[4]. Finally, we introduce a new recursion in section Vthat lowers the complexity of re-estimation (and thereforetraining) from O(NKTM2D) to O(NKT (M2 + D)) forcontinuous HMMs. This improved complexity is achievedby delaying vector operations until D scalar weights havebeen accumulated. II. TerminologyWe use a semi-Markovmodel [5], [6] where the number ofobservations drawn from the same density (i.e., duration)is modeled explicitly. We assume that the observationsfO1; ::;OTg are normally distributed, where boldface typeindicates that the symbol refers to a vector. The outputsymbols are emitted during the transitions between states(i.e., a Mealy model) as shown in �gure 1. Let K be de-�ned as the average number of transitions to a state, wherea transition exists from state i to state j if the transitionprobability, ai;j, is greater than zero. There are NK tran-sitions in the model:NXj=1 NXi = 13 ai;j > 01 = NKFor a fully connected model, K = N . Arguments similarto those in this paper can be used for the case where theC. Mitchell, M. Harper, and L. Jamieson are with the School ofElectrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907-1285. Email: fcdm,harper,lhjg@ecn.purdue.edu

observations are instead produced from the states (i.e., aMoore model) or the output distributions are not Gaussian.De�nitions for terms used in this paper are shown in tableI. Let di;j(� ) be the probability mass function for the du-ration of the transition from state i to state j. We assumethat the maximum duration is D. A duration of zero (i.e.,a null transition) is permitted as long as a closed loop ofnull transitions does not occur. The equations given in thispaper can be modi�ed slightly to allow for zero duration.
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i j,Fig. 1. The observations are emitted on the transitions.III. Complexity of the Forward, Backward, andViterbi AlgorithmsTraining a hidden Markov model consists of iterativelyimproving an estimate of �, the set of model parameters.1An improved estimate can be conveniently and e�cientlyexpressed in terms of the forward and backward probabil-ities.De�ne �t(j), the forward probability, as follows:�t(j) = Pr(O1;O2; ::;Ot; state j ends at time tj�)�0(j) = � 1 if j is the initial state0 otherwiseFor t = 1; ::; T; j = 1; ::; N :�t(j) = NXi = 13 ai;j > 0min(D;t)X�=1 �t�� (i)ai;jdi;j(� ) �Yp=1 bi;j(Ot�p+1)| {z }Ut;i;j(�)Evaluating bi;j(Ot) requires O(M2) operations since we as-sume that allM2 elements of covariance matrix�i;j couldbe non-zero.2 The product of output probabilities can be1See [3] for an excellent introduction to hidden Markov models forspeech recognition.2If �i;j is assumed diagonal, then every occurrence of M2 in thisanalysis can be replaced by M .



IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPEECH AND AUDIO PROCESSING, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999 101TABLE IThe elements of a hidden Markov model.Term De�nitionN Number of states in the HMM (typically � 2500).K Average number of predecessors for a state, which is the total number of transitions dividedby the total number of states, N (typically � 2).ai;j Probability that the next state will be j, given that the current state is i.T Number of observations in an utterance (typically � 300 per sentence, or 1,000,000 if alltraining sentences are concatenated).OT1 Observation sequence, fO1; :::;OTg, where observation Ot is a vector.M Dimension of the observation vector (typically � 25).bi;j(Ot) Probability that Ot will be emitted during the transition from state i to state j. We assumebi;j(Ot) is Gaussian with mean �i;j and covariance matrix �i;j.D Maximum number of observations for a single transition (typically � 25).di;j(� ) The probability that � output vectors will be emitted when the process switches from state ito state j.� (fai;jg; fdi;j(� )g; f�i;jg; f�i;jg), the complete set of model parameters.calculated recursively [2]:Ut;i;j(� ) = �Yp=1 bi;j(Ot�p+1) = bi;j(Ot��+1)Ut;i;j(� � 1)(1)for � = 1; ::;min(D; t); where Ut;i;j(0) = 1When summing over t, there are min(D; t)�1 output prob-abilities needed for Ut;i;j(� ); � = 1; ::;min(D; t) that werecalculated for Ut�1;i;j(� ); � = 1; ::;min(D; t � 1). By sav-ing these output probabilities, the complexity of (1) canbe reduced from O(M2D) to O(M2 + D). For each t, acolumn of the forward trellis can be e�ciently updated asfollows:1. Calculate bi;j(Ot) for all combinations of i and j inO(NKM2) operations.2. Using saved values of bi;j(Os), s= t�min(D; t)+1; ::; t,calculate Ut;i;j(� ); � = 1; ::;min(D; t) for all combina-tions of i and j in O(NKD) operations.3. With the Ut;i;j(� )'s given, �nd �t(j) for all j inO(NKD) operations.These steps are repeated for each t, leading toO(NKT (M2 +D)) complexity for the forward algorithm.De�ne �t(i), the backward probability, as follows:�t(i) = Pr(Ot+1;Ot+2; ::;OT j state i ends at time t; �)�T (i) = � 1 if i is the �nal state0 otherwise

For t = T � 1; ::; 0; i = 1; ::; N :�t(i) = NXj = 13 ai;j > 0min(D;T�t)X�=1 ai;jdi;j(� )�t+� (j) �Yp=1 bi;j(Ot+p)The complexity of calculating the backward trellis is alsoO(NKT (M2 +D)), which can be seen from the similaritybetween the forward and backward algorithms.The Viterbi algorithm, which is used to recognize themost probable state path, is identical to the forward algo-rithm except that the maximumof all predecessors is takenrather than the sum. Thus the complexity of recognitionis also O(NKT (M2 +D)).During training, the forward and backward probabili-ties are combined by the Baum-Welch re-estimation algo-rithm. The re-estimation algorithm is similar to the for-ward and backward algorithms, except that an additionalsum is taken from 1 to D during re-estimation of the out-put parameters. Fortunately there are recursions availableso that the cost of training is proportional to D.IV. Complexity of Re-Estimation UsingStandard RecursionsCalculating the output counts using the re-estimationalgorithm is the most computationally demanding part oftraining. We will show that the complexity of this task islinear in the maximum allowed duration, using a recursiongiven by Levinson [2].An improved estimate of the mean for transition i ! jcan be found in terms of the forward and backward prob-



102 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPEECH AND AUDIO PROCESSING, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999abilities:�̂i;j = �̂numi;j�̂deni;j = TXt=1 min(D;t)X�=1 Pt;i;j(� ) �Xs=1Ot�s+1TXt=1 min(D;t)X�=1 Pt;i;j(� ) (2)where Pt;i;j(� ) = �t�� (i)ai;jdi;j(� )�t(j) �Yp=1 bi;j(Ot�p+1)= �t�� (i)ai;jdi;j(� )�t(j)Ut;i;j(� )The term Pt;i;j(� ) is the joint probability that the processgenerates O1 through OT , leaves state i at time t� � , andarrives in the next state, j, at time t, given the model �.Summing Pt;i;j(� ) over t yields the probability of all statesequences that produce the observation sequence and forwhich transition i! j occurs with duration � .Consider the complexity of the numerator, �̂numi;j , in (2):�̂numi;j = TXt=1 min(D;t)X�=1 �t�� (i)ai;jdi;j(� )�t(j)Ut;i;j(� )V t(� )(3)where V t(� ) = �Xs=1Ot�s+1The V t(� ) terms can be e�ciently precalculated using thefollowing recursion for each t:V t(� ) = �Xs=1Ot�s+1 = Ot��+1 + V t(� � 1) (4)for � = 1; ::;min(D; t); where V t(0) = 0Precalculating the observation sums using (4) requiresO(TMD) operations. There is a similar term, V �t (� ), usedfor estimating the covariance matrix (Ot is replaced byOtO�t , where � denotes transpose) that requires O(TM2D)operations. After the V t(� )'s have been saved, the meanscan be updated with the following steps for each i, j, andt: 1. Use (1) to recursively calculate the partial productsof output probabilities, Ut;i;j(� ); � = 1; ::;min(D; t), inO(M2 +D) operations.2. Calculate the Pt;i;j(� ) terms in O(D) operations.Pt;i;j(� ) = �t�� (i)ai;jdi;j(� )�t(j)Ut;i;j(� )for � = 1; ::;min(D; t)3. Update the mean in O(MD) operations.�̂numi;j = �̂numi;j + min(D;t)X�=1 Pt;i;j(� )V t(� )�̂deni;j = �̂deni;j + min(D;t)X�=1 Pt;i;j(� )

For estimating the covariance matrix, there is a calculationthat is similar to step 3, except that the vector sum isreplaced by anM �M matrix sum, making the complexityO(M2D). These steps are repeated for all combinations ofi, j, and t, so that re-estimating the output parameters hasO(NKTM2D) complexity.3V. Improved Complexity of Training Using ANew RecursionAgain consider the numerator of the mean estimate.�̂numi;j = TXt=1 min(D;t)X�=1 Pt;i;j(� ) �Xs=1Ot�s+1 (5)Note that sinceD0X�=1Pt;i;j(� ) �Xs=1Ot�s+1 = D0X�=1 �Xs=1Pt;i;j(� )Ot�s+1= D0Xs=1 D0X�=sPt;i;j(� )Ot�s+1 = D0Xs=1Ot�s+1 D0X�=sPt;i;j(� );(5) can be written as follows:�̂numi;j = TXt=1 min(D;t)Xs=1 Ot�s+1Wt;i;j(s) (6)where Wt;i;j(s) = min(D;t)X�=s Pt;i;j(� )= min(D;t)X�=s �t�� (i)ai;jdi;j(� )�t(j)Ut;i;j(� )The partial products, Ut;i;j(� ); � = 1; ::;min(D; t), can becalculated recursively with the same recursion used in sec-tion IV. Later in this section, we will provide a new recur-sion that reduces the complexity of calculating the scalarweights,Wt;i;j(s); s = 1; ::;min(D; t). With the use of thesetwo recursions, we will show that re-estimation is linear inD. Although the method given in section IV is also linearin D, the recursions given in this section have the advan-tage of using fewer vector operations. We will show thatthe new method is proportional to M2 + D, compared toM2D for the previous method.The summations in 6 can be visualized as an array, whereeach cell is a contribution to be included in the new esti-mate of the mean. This array is shown in �gure 2. Sinceeach observation vector is multiplied by D di�erent scalarweights, greater e�ciency can be achieved by collecting allthe scalars together before vector math is used. This canbe accomplished by summing along the diagonals of the ar-ray shown in �gure 2. To see this, we �rst switch the orderof summation:̂�numi;j = DXs=1 TXt=sOt�s+1Wt;i;j(s)3Note that if bi;j(Ot) and di;j(�) do not depend on the predecessorstate i (i.e., a Moore model), then the complexity is O(NTM2(K +D � 1)). See the forward and backward de�nitions in [5].



IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPEECH AND AUDIO PROCESSING, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999 103s=4 O1 � O2 � O3 � O4 � ...W4;i;j(4) W5;i;j(4) W6;i;j(4) W7;i;j(4)O1 � O2 � O3 � O4 � ... OT�2 �W3;i;j(3) W4;i;j(3) W5;i;j(3) W6;i;j(3) WT;i;j(3)O1 � O2 � O3 � O4 � ... OT�2 � OT�1 �W2;i;j(2) W3;i;j(2) W4;i;j(2) W5;i;j(2) WT�1;i;j(2) WT;i;j(2)O1 � O2 � O3 � O4 � ... OT�2 � OT�1 � OT �s=1 W1;i;j(1) W2;i;j(1) W3;i;j(1) W4;i;j(1) WT�2;i;j(1) WT�1;i;j(1) WT;i;j(1)t = 1 t = TFig. 2. Contributions to the mean of bi;j . In this example, D = 4. Note that the same observation vector is in every cell along a diagonal.The cells to the left of the bold diagonal correspond to the �rst part of (7); the cells to the right correspond to the second half of (7).Now let t0 = t� s + 1:�̂numi;j = DXs=1 T�s+1Xt0=1 Ot0Wt0+s�1;i;j(s)Finally, switch the order of summation, rewrite the sum-mation bounds, and bring the observation vector outsidethe s loop:�̂numi;j = TXt0=1Ot0 min(D;T�t0+1)Xs=1 Wt0+s�1;i;j(s)| {z }W sumt0;i;jThe scalar Wsumt0;i;j can be calculated once and savedbefore it is multiplied by each of the M components of theobservation vector. Because the tth observation vector willcontribute to the mean from t until t + D � 1, a delay ofD � 1 is needed, i.e., let t = t0 +D � 1. This leads to theform of (5) that is most suitable for implementation:�̂numi;j = combined with forwardz }| {TXt=DOt�D+1 DXs=1Wt�D+s;i;j(s)+ TXt0=T�D+2Ot0 T�t0+1Xs=1 Wt0+s�1;i;j(s) (7)Both time and space e�ciency can be improved by com-bining re-estimation with the forward algorithm.4 In thiscase, the �rst T �D+1 observation vectors will be pro-cessed at the end of the forward loop. An additional loopis needed to take into account the last D�1 observationvectors. Figure 2 shows the division of labor suggestedby (7). Assuming that the backward probabilities have al-ready been calculated, consider the following four steps foreach iteration of the forward loop:1. As before, use (1) to recursivelycalculate Ut;i;j(� ); � = 1; ::;min(D; t). These terms4It is equally advantageous to combine re-estimationwith the back-ward algorithm instead.

are the partial products of output probabilities thatform a part of the scalar weights, Wt;i;j(s). This steprequires O(M2 +D) operations.2. Use backward recursion to calculate Wt;i;j(s); s =min(D; t); ::; 1 (see (6)) in O(D) operations.Wt;i;j(s) = min(D;t)X�=s Pt;i;j(� ) = Pt;i;j(s) +Wt;i;j(s + 1)= �t�s(i)ai;jdi;j(s)�t(j)Ut;i;j(s) +Wt;i;j(s + 1)for s = min(D; t); ::; 1where Wt;i;j(s) = 0 for s > min(D; t)Even though Ut;i;j(D) takes all D observations intoaccount, re-estimation would still be O(D2) withoutthis step because each of the D observations must beweighted by Ut;i;j(D). In fact, the �rst observationterm must be weighted by all D values of Ut;i;j(�), buttheir contributions can be collected inO(D) time usingthe backward sum, Wt;i;j(1).3. If t � D, sum all of the scalar weights that a�ectOt�D+1. This requires O(D) operations.Wsumt�D+1;i;j = DXs=1Wt�D+s;i;j(s)4. If t � D, update the mean in O(M ) operations.�̂numi;j = �̂numi;j +Ot�D+1 �Wsumt�D+1;i;j�̂deni;j = �̂deni;j +Wsumt�D+1;i;jBy delaying vector operations until all D scalar weightshave been accumulated, the complexity of the four stepsgiven above is O(M2 + D). These steps are repeated forall i, j, and t, leading to the complexity of O(NKT (M2 +D)) for re-estimating the mean. The covariance terms caneasily be included in the following additional step:



104 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPEECH AND AUDIO PROCESSING, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 19995. If t � D, update the covariance estimate in O(M2)operations.�̂numi;j = �̂numi;j +Ot�D+1O�t�D+1 �Wsumt�D+1;i;j�̂deni;j = �̂deni;j +Wsumt�D+1;i;jThus the overall complexity of re-estimation isO(NKT (M2 +D)).The maximumallowed duration need not be the same foreach transition. Using a transition-dependent maximumduration,Di;j , results in complexityO(NKT (M2+Davg)),where Davg is the average value of Di;j over all i; j. Forexample, we choose Di;j as the smallest integer such thatPDi;j�=1 di;j(� ) � 1 � �, where � = 0.01 in our implemen-tation. To accommodate durations longer than Di;j, wecombine implicit and explicit duration models in sequence.We essentially add a tail to the duration probability massfunction (pmf) by �xing the self transition probability at asmall �xed constant. The result is that the overall durationpmf is the convolution of di;j with a spike-like geometricpmf.The improved time complexity comes at the cost of in-creased space complexity. However, if we assume that re-estimation has been combined with the forward algorithm,then the memory needed to store the intermediate variablescan be greatly reduced. Since there are only D values of tfor which Wsumt;i;j must be saved, a circular bu�er (e.g.,using the mod function) of size NKD is needed. Thisbu�er is the same size as the bu�er that holds the dura-tion probabilities, di;j(� ). Also, it may not be necessary tosimultaneously allocate Wsumt;i;j for all combinations ofi and j. It is common in practice to train using a sentencemodel which is a concatenation of word or phone models.In this case, the number of active output distributions ismuch smaller than the number of output distributions inthe complete model. Also, it is not necessary to save theWt;i;j(s)'s if the Wsumt;i;j's are accumulated in a di�erentway. Consider the following replacement to step 3:30. Update the weights for the D most recent observa-tions in O(D) operations.5Wsumt�r+1;i;j = Wsumt�r+1;i;j +Wt;i;j(r)for r = 1; ::;min(D; t)Note that Ut;i;j(� ); � = 1; ::;min(D; t) and Wt;i;j(r); r =1; ::;min(D; t) are temporary variables that can be over-written after theWsumt;i;j's have been updated using step30. Thus, Ut;i;j(� ) can be replaced by U (� ) and Wt;i;j(r)can be replaced by W (r), requiring negligible space (bothbu�ers are of size D).VI. ConclusionWe have pointed out that explicit duration modelinghas complexity that is linear rather than squared in D,5We assume that each of the Wsumt;i;j 's was initialized to zerobefore the forward loop.

the maximum duration. We have also o�ered a newrecursion that reduces the complexity of training fromO(NKTM2D) to O(NKT (M2 +D)).Tables II and III compare the number of operations forthe two methods of re-estimating the covariance matrices.Both tables assume that the forward and backward prob-abilities have already been calculated.6 The symmetry ofthe matrices has been invoked to reduce the number of ma-trix operations by approximately a factor of two. From thetables, it can be seen that the speedup is approximatelyD=2 if D � M2. For typical values of N , K, T , M , andD (see tables II and III), the new method has an order ofmagnitude fewer multiplications and additions.References[1] C.D. Mitchell, M.P. Harper, L.H. Jamieson, and R.A. Helzerman.A parallel implementation of a hidden Markov model with dura-tion modeling for speech recognition. Digital Signal Processing,A Review Journal, 5(1), January 1995.[2] S.E. Levinson. Continuously variable duration hidden Markovmodels for automatic speech recognition. Computer Speech &Language, 1(1):29{45, 1986.[3] L.R. Rabiner. A tutorial on hidden Markov models and selectedapplications in speech recognition. In A. Waibel and K.F. Lee,editors, Readings in Speech Recognition, pages 267{296. MorganKaufmann Publishers, Inc., 1990.[4] P. Ramesh and J. Wilpon. Modeling state durations in hid-den Markov models for automatic speech recognition. In Proc.ICASSP, pages 381{384, April 1992.[5] J.D. Ferguson. Variable duration models for speech. In J.D.Ferguson, editor, Proc. Symposium on the Application of HiddenMarkov Models to Text and Speech, pages 143{179, Princeton,NJ, 1980.[6] C.D. Mitchell and L.H. Jamieson. Modeling duration in a hiddenMarkov model with the exponential family. In Proc. ICASSP,pages 331{334, April 1993.

6For the method corresponding to table III, the additional costof the forward algorithm is negligible due to the similarity betweenWt;i;j(1) and �t(j).



IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SPEECH AND AUDIO PROCESSING, VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1999 105Number of Millions of Number of Millions ofTerm Multiplications Multiplications Additions AdditionsOtO�t T (M2 +M )=2 0.0975 0 0bi;j(Ot) NKT (M2 + 3M )=2 525.0 NKT (M2 + 3M )=2 525.0Ut;i;j(� ) NKTD 37.5 0 0V �t (� ) 0 0 TD(M2 +M )=2 2.4375Pt;i;j(� ) 4NKTD 150.0 0 0�̂numi;j NKTD(M2 +M )=2 12,187.5 NKTD(M2 +M )=2 12,187.5�̂demi;j 0 0 NKTD 37.5Total O(NKTM2D) 12,900.0975 O(NKTM2D) 12,752.4375TABLE IIComplexity of re-estimating the covariance matrices using the standard recursions (section IV). The numerical valuesresult from the following assumptions: N = 2500, K = 2, T = 300, M = 25, and D = 25.
Number of Millions of Number of Millions ofTerm Multiplications Multiplications Additions AdditionsOtO�t T (M2 +M )=2 0.0975 0 0bi;j(Ot) NKT (M2 + 3M )=2 525.0 NKT (M2 + 3M )=2 525.0Ut;i;j(� ) NKTD 37.5 0 0Wt;i;j(s) 4NKTD 150.0 NKTD 37.5Wsumt;i;j 0 0 NKTD 37.5�̂numi;j NKT (M2 +M )=2 487.5 NKT (M2 +M )=2 487.5�̂deni;j 0 0 NKT 1.5Total O(NKT (M2 +D)) 1,200.0975 O(NKT (M2 +D)) 1,089.0TABLE IIIComplexity of re-estimating the covariance matrices using the new method (section V). The numerical values result fromthe following assumptions: N = 2500, K = 2, T = 300, M = 25, and D = 25.


